SITE LOGISTICS
O’Neill & Brennan

complexity
made simple
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about us

Identifying requirements.
Providing solutions.

Whatever the size and scale of a project, logistics play an integral role in the success of its
planning, development and eventual legacy. A project’s logistic solution must take into account
the surrounding environment and the interests of the relevant stakeholders, requiring an effective
managed strategy to avoid any unnecessary disruption to the local community, ensuring the safe
and effective progression of the construction project through to completion.

Our logistics division can assist in identifying your

For over 25 years we have delivered both full

projects requirements and propose an integrated,

logistics and self-delivered preliminary solutions

innovative and sustainable site logistics solution.

on large and complex projects, delivering

Your management team is then free to concentrate

logistics packages worth over £100m. Our

on building the project, safe in the knowledge that

portfolio of projects, past and present, backed

facilities, systems and procedures are in place to

up with accreditations, awards and certifications,

ensure the efficient running of the contract within

demonstrate our ability to deliver solutions in

a fixed budget.

partnership with our clients.

We can provide the right solution to you by taking

As a dedicated construction solutions

care of and managing the following:

business, our core service offering

• Waste Management
• Delivery Management

covers the following areas:
Labour and Trades

• Traffic Management
• Cleaning

Professional and Technical

• Site Plant
• Site Establishment and Enablement

Site Services and Logistics
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Capability & Experience

Project Site
Battersea Power Station
Project Scope
A mix of 866 apartments with a blend of offices, shops,
community and cultural spaces. the main block will vary
in height from 8 storeys at its southern end, rising to
18 storeys.
Key Statistics
Total square footage: 1,200,000 sqm
Average number of O&B operatives on site per day: 165
Project duration: November 2013 to present

£10m £2.5m £400m
O&B package
value

back
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Package value to
O&B per year

Project
Value
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Capability & Experience

Project Site
One Tower Bridge
Project Scope
Riverside development between London’s Tower Bridge
and City Hall. Four-acre potter’s fields development of
390 flats includes 9 blocks ranging from 5 to 20 storeys.
Key Statistics
Total square footage: 51,665 sqm
Average number of O&B operatives on site per day: 90
Project duration: December 2012 to present

£12m £2.5m £300m
O&B package
value
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Package value to
O&B per year

Project
Value
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Capability & Experience

Project Site
190 The Strand
Project Scope
Residential led mixed use project rejuvenating the
temple area of strand by converting an unoccupied
1960’s office block into 206 residential units,
accompanied by ancillary commercial facilities
and leisure space.
Key Statistics
Total square footage: 50,370 sqm
Average number of O&B operatives on site per day: 65
Project duration: April 2015 to present

£5m

O&B package
value
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£2m

Package value to
O&B per year

£130m
Project
Value
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Capability & Experience

Project Site
Abell & Cleland
Project Scope
Residential development in the heart of Westminster.
The site was previously government office buildings
which has been replaced with a scheme consisting
of 275 high quality residential units.
Key Statistics
Total square footage: 29,203 sqm
Average number of O&B operatives on site per day: 70
Project duration: September 2013 to present

£5m £1.25m £100m

O&B package
value
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Package value to
O&B per year

Project
Value
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Capability & Experience

Project Site
Greenwich System Wide
Project Scope
Residential development comprising 519 units, including
private and communal amenity space, car parking, and
the refurbishment of the coal jetty to provide a mixed use
pavilion building for retail use, cafés, restaurant, exhibition,
education, performing arts space and associated open
space and pedestrian access.
Key Statistics
Total square footage: 268,270 sqft
Average number of O&B operatives on site per day: 35
Project duration: June 2015 to December 2016

£5m

O&B package
value
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£1.5m £80m

Package value to
O&B per year

Project
Value
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Capability & Experience

Project Site
Wembley Park
Project Scope
Part of the Quintain’s 85 acre development in North
West London for 8.8million sq ft of mixed-use
development. There will be a 7 acre park, retail and
office leasing and 7,000 new homes to form the largest
single Build to Rent site in the United Kingdom.
Key Statistics
Total square footage: 8,800,000 sqft
Average number of O&B operatives on site per day: 50
Project duration: September 2017 to November 2019

£7m

O&B package
value
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£3m

Package value to
O&B per year

£400m
Project
Value
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Preconstruction
Logistics PlanninG

Always one step ahead.
So you don’t fall behind.

Our specialist and dedicated team can develop a comprehensive project specific Preliminary
Strategy, allowing you to manage the construction phase effectively. We offer production of
drawings for all stages of a construction project, with an emphasis on preliminary programme
and planning.

During your tender, planning and design stage

Emergency and Traffic Management plans can also

our preconstruction team can develop a full

be produced, presenting phases of construction on

comprehensive Logistic Strategy for your project,

site, with respect to:

using the following processes, resources and
technology:
• State of the art CAD software
• Comprehensive site survey and photographs
• Existing information, such as Architects drawings,
Construction Programmes
• Stress testing your Programme against
Key logistical items

• Health & Safety
• Fire strategy, including fire points, call points
and escape routes
• Project offices and welfare including canteen,
and first aid facilities
• Pedestrian walkways
• Traffic control

• Complete preconstruction Delivery analysis
and forecast
• Comprehensive Plant Analysis Hoist, Crane etc

View our logistics solutions video here
back
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Health & Safety

Promoting safety for life.

We are fully committed to preventing injury and ill health caused through our activities on site.
We strive for the continual improvement of our performance and approach all projects with the
same zero harm philosophy. Our exemplary HSQE record over 25 years of trading is something
we’re determined to continue.

Irrespective of the project, we ensure our health
and safety standards are consistently upheld and
maintained, and will fortify our robust approach
by ensuring:
• Dedicated OHSE support from CMIOSH & team

• Delivery of specific O’Neill & Brennan training
courses to complement SSSTS Training
• No compromise on Health & Safety
• Site Specific RAMS produced, approved,
assessed and reviewed

• All Operatives have Safepass/CSCS qualification
• All Machine Operators have valid CPCS

We have established, documented and
implemented a Safety Management System (SMS)

certification
• Expiry dates on all cards are flagged three
months in advance
• Safety inductions are conducted prior to starting
work

designed to achieve these objectives.
The SMS was reviewed against the requirements
of OHSAS 18001: 2007, the International
Occupational Health & Safety Assessment

• Operatives receive a copy of our safety booklet

Document adopted by the BSI for use in the UK.

• All Operatives receive necessary PPE
• Regular safety site visits are conducted by our
HSQE team and Directors

back
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SUSTAINABILITY

We aim to ensure positive socio-economic legacies

Think globally.
Act locally.

for all projects in five key ways:
1. Helping people in long term unemployment
find work
2. Assisting ex-offenders looking to reintegrate into
society after leaving prison

We are totally committed to the key elements of Financial, Social and Environmental
sustainability. O’Neill & Brennan are an established, well-structured business that is financially
stable and is committed to investing in the future of our people and our environment.

As a result of engaging with Supply Chain

• Taken a more proactive approach to

Sustainability School days in the past and our

• communicating our sustainability credentials

commitment to maintaining our Gold Standard,

• to customers, suppliers and wider stakeholders

we have:

• Identified, managed and reduced our

• Committed to the development of a five-year

• environmental impact through noise and dust

• Sustainability Policy, Strategy and Action plan,

• monitoring, producing CO2 emission reports,

• using the Sustainability School as a sole resource

• reusing timber and ply for ramps and repairs

• to provide key guidance and advice

• to hoardings, segregated waste streams for

• Run a series of local employee engagement days,
• particularly around project developments

3. Promoting the benefits of a career in the
construction industry
4. Providing assisted training to up skill people
in their chosen profession
5. Hosting community initiative events in
partnership with clients. Examples of this include
Building Futures, BuildForce and Women in
Construction events that we have held

• maximum recycling percentages and used
• forklifts with DPF filters to lower the exhaust
• fumes produced

• Set up waste management framework
• agreements procurement

As part of our commitment to sustainability,

• Set up FSC trackers on timber orders and

we support many local initiatives which are

• deliveries
• Become more proactive in monitoring
• sustainability on site regarding issues such as
• Section 106 agreements, Section 61 Pollution

designed to leave a lasting positive impact on
communities surrounding our projects, with a
more employable and more highly skilled
workforce after completion.

• Control and CO2 monitoring

back
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Consolidation Centre

Solving problems.
Enhancing productivity.

Our Consolidation Centre is specifically located and geared to service the needs of inner-city urban
areas with tight logistical constraints, focusing on developing added-value processes specific to
individual project requirements.

O’Neill & Brennan’s Consolidation Centre provides
a variety of solutions to a very broad customer
base, over a wide spread of projects. We deliver
optimised and/or consolidated loads to site on a
JIT basis, resulting in more efficient and sustainable
logistics. While optimising site productivity, our
operations are helping to reduce the impact of
construction freight on local traffic congestion,
and related NOx/CO2 emissions.
For construction logistics, the functions of our
consolidation operation include:
• Receiving bulk deliveries of site supplies and

• Breakdown materials into amounts required for
daily work
• Pack together all daily materials and equipment
required for specific works
• Just-In-Time (JIT) deliver consolidated supplies
required for daily production
• Receive and consolidate courier/‘white van’
deliveries and distribute to site
• Use backloads to facilitate waste management
• Use backloads to remove returnable materials,
pallets, stillages etc

equipment
• Checking quantity and quality of deliveries
• Processing of materials as received and notifying
Trade Contractors
• Remove and recycle/reuse/dispose of packaging
that is redundant or non-protective

back
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Delivery Management
System

Other benefits of the DMS include:

Creative Solutions to Logical Construction Problems.

• Collaboration from all suppliers and
subcontractors to create the live delivery
database
• Accept/decline procedure

The O’Neill & Brennan Delivery Management System is a fully customisable software package
for every type of construction project. It can be easily adapted to suit different phases of a project;
with multiple users for subcontractors and suppliers to form a complete delivery booking system.
It has the ability to record every single delivery received, turned away, unloaded or sent to storage,
which can be utilised throughout the duration of a project.

• No deliveries can be double booked
• Delivery and site specific health & safety
instructions automatically emailed to delivery
companies
• Tailor the software to suit the project
• Customisable gates, offloading requirements,

Our DMS software records data that complies with

Not only that, but our DMS has its own mobile

the BREEAM section 3b requirements, to record

app for Gatekeepers and Security personnel,

CO2 from delivery vehicles to and from site, which

keeping them up to date with expected deliveries

is then issued to the Contractor at the end of a

and amendments, allowing the actual delivery

project. With vehicle types and distances travelled

times and offload times to be recorded back to

when booking in a delivery being a mandatory

the DMS database.

requirement, our database is able to record this

crane hook time and storage areas
• FORS and CLOCS compliant
• Gate Keepers app, so each gate is aware of
expected deliveries, allowing site collaboration
and information syncing
• Measures deliveries CO2

data against an industry standard KG’s/CO2 per

• Full history of actual deliveries time on site

vehicle type and distance travelled to produce an

for record purposes

accumulative total of KG’s of CO2 for the project.

• Paperless process
1,500

56

95,252

Subcontractors

Projects

Deliveries booked

collaborating to

have used the

in on all logistics

the project DMS

logistics DMS

projects

View our DMS video here
(available in our digital brochure only)
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Waste Management System

Sustainability and the impact on the environment

Streamlined Projects through
Technological Innovation.

are becoming a more important influence on how
the construction industry carries out its operations.
O’Neill & Brennan Group provide total waste
management solutions for construction projects.
A bespoke Waste Management Strategy is

We have developed a leading digital Waste Notification System which allows all Contractor staff,
or the Logistics Management team, to issue notices. Typically, waste issues on site will tend to be
Health & Safety related or fire hazards, and despite it being a relatively simple element to manage,
having a fast, auto communicating digital system, speeds up the administration of this process in

prepared for each contract encompassing:
• Waste Forecasting of quantities and types of
waste to be generated

Waste Management Strategy we provide our

• Setting of target Key Performance Indicators

a compliant, contractual manner for the contractor.

(K.P.Is) for the contract
With Notice, Non-Compliance and costing

This really is a cost effective solution for all

forming the three key stages of our WMS process,

contractors to adopt. The WMS is a compliant

we are able to calculate the cost in real time,

paperless process that distributes digitally to

issuing supporting evidence in the form of written

subcontractors (both off and on site management)

description, photographs and digital signature to

and contractor management and quantity

the subcontractor and the main contractor.

surveyors. A full record of notices are then
subsequently available for quantity surveyors

Since the WNS was introduced

43,325

1500

56

Notices have

Subcontractors

Projects have used

been issued

collaborating to

the logistics DMS

for completing final accounts.

• The below chart identifies all key elements within
our Waste Management strategies

clients with a means to achieve the highest
possible ratings under environmental assessment
methods, such as BREEAM and the Code for
Sustainable Homes.
Our Waste Management Strategy aims to
minimise the total amount of waste produced

Reduction
of Waste

Site
Cleanliness

from a project. Our main drivers from the Waste

On Site
Segregation
& Recycling
of Waste

Hierarchy will be the 3 R’s.
Updating
of Site Waste
Management
Plan

Enforcement
of Site Waste
Management
Strategy

By the implementation of our Waste Management
Strategy, we aim to achieve the following benefits:
• Cost savings and cost certainty

Waste
Reporting,
Benchmarking
& Feedback

the project DMS

By implementing an O’Neill & Brennan Group

Site Collection
& Movement
of Waste

• A reduction in environmental impact
• Reduced safety hazards, resulting in fewer
accidents

Off Site
Recycling
& Disposal
of Waste

Re-use of
Materials

• Improved site productivity
• Improved quality and workmanship

View our Waste Notification video here
(available in our digital brochure only)
back
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Signage

Caution where needed.
Safety for everyone.

We endeavour to maintain construction site health and safety by reducing, or even eliminating the
risks posed on construction sites to employees, sub-contractors, visitors and the general public, by
displaying clear construction site signage, which plays a critical role in reducing potential dangers.

Our signage has been commended for its clean

We produce a comprehensive range of site

and clear appearance, priding ourselves on being

signage, ensuring all signs are produced to the

able to create uniform durable signage that can be

highest standard with a uniform style across the

branded to suit project specific details. We regularly

entire project. All old signage is quickly removed,

rotate and amend signage to suit phased traffic

ensuring the message is always fresh.

management and fire plans as a project develops.
They are fully customisable to Stair Cores, Blocks,
Wing numbers and floor levels. Not only that, but
we can add company names to lollipop signs,
during the event of a fire drill or emergency.

back
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Security and Access Control
& Fire Management

Security and Access Control.

Fire Management.

We provide a comprehensive security and access control service, which includes web based or

Our trained Fire Marshalls will work on and

standalone access control equipment, including computers, software and turnstiles, supply of SIA

update phased fire plans, carrying out periodic

approved security officers, site inductions, gatehouses and access barriers and CCTV installations.

checks on escape routes, fire points, exits and
firefighting apparatus. By using it in tandem with

Good site security and access control can be
achieved by:
• Controlled access to the site, with only authorised

our Waste Notification System, we can provide
a thorough system and procedure that ensures
Fire management is effectively implemented
on all construction projects.

and correctly inducted personnel permitted entry
• Ensuring that members of the public are
protected from dangerous environments
and activities
• Preventing unauthorised removal of expensive
materials and equipment to prevent replacement
costs of stolen materials and equipment, as
well minimising lost production, damage and
disruption costs

Our fire management service includes:
• Fire evacuation plan that is specifically tailored
to each project
• Trained and experienced Fire Marshalls,
responsible for directing personnel to designated
safe zones in the event of fire
• Fire equipment which is checked weekly,
including extinguishers, fire points and fire alarms
• Fire signage throughout the site

back
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Traffic Management

Efficient delivery on our roads.
Safety on all roads.

Traffic management is a key element of all projects, where detailed planning is required to ensure
safe and efficient deliveries, in a sustainable manner. We develop, implement and maintain
the Traffic Management Plan, agreed in conjunction with our clients, to meet their needs, while
maintaining a safe and non-intrusive nuisance to the public at large.

The following list, while not exhaustive, takes
into account some of the items that we’ll review
when formulating a Traffic Management Plan:
• Approach and dispersal of vehicles
• Public traffic movements
• Construction traffic movements
• Site operatives/staff and their interaction
with the public
• Compliance with statutory regulations

• Road closures
• Proximity to main routes
• Proximity to major event centres
• Proximity to homes
• Signage
• Pedestrian routes
• Safe driving and work practices
• Adequate vision and lines of sight. Loading areas

• Vehicle parking provision
• Vehicle holding areas

back
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Site Establishment
& Enablement

All the details to complete your project.

The importance of the site establishment design can sometimes be overlooked by an urgency
to start the construction works. We can provide early, comprehensive pre-construction advice
that will promote good logistics from the outset, enabling preliminary costs to be reduced
and efficiency to be improved.

By allowing us to design, project manage and

We can deliver, place, maintain and remove

install the entire site establishment, we will

on completion the following:

improve upon the time, cost, quality, health,
welfare, safety and environmental performance of
your site - whatever the scale of your project.

• Site offices
• Canteens
• Mess rooms
• Changing rooms and drying rooms
• Portable toilet units
• Secure storage buildings
• Car Parking
• Welfare accommodation
• Security barriers, access equipment and
CCTV cameras
• Hoardings & fencing
• Foundations to temporary accommodation
• Temporary footpaths and walkways

back
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Site Plant

Supplying the right equipment for the best results.

Our logistics packages include for the provision of plant solutions, construction equipment and all
hand-held and small power tools required to carry out work on site.

Your dedicated team at O’Neill & Brennan will

The below list, while not exhaustive, identifies

analyse the access available, recommend and

some of the items we can supply:

supply plant suitable for application and if needed,
work in partnership with reputable plant hire

• Goods/Passenger Hoists

providers to ensure that delivery is quick and

• Beam Hoists

seamless.

• Road Sweepers

We also monitor and manage the maintenance
of any plant and equipment supplied to site, to
allow continued common use on site by other
trades, ensuring that method statements and risk
assessments for all plant and equipment provided
is supplied to you, for your retention.

• Telescopic and Fixed Mast Forklifts
• Heaters & Dehumidifiers
• Generators
• Water Management Equipment, Pumps,
Wet Vacs etc
• Dust Extractors
• Alloy Towers
• Site Cabins
• Temporary Fencing & Barriers

back
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Cleaning

• Wash clean and dry polish sinks, shower units,

Clean construction site.
Increasing productivity.

taps, mirrors, and all other fixtures and fittings
• Wipe clean and dry polish all wall tiling
• Thoroughly sweep tiled floor areas
• Mop entire tiled floor surfaces

Having a clean construction site impacts on everyone’s safety, from construction workers to visitors
on site. Keeping it clean, tidy and free of potential hazards will ensure that everyone is kept out of
harm’s way. Not only that, but maintaining a clean construction site helps increase productivity
throughout the project and strengthens your reputation.

• Carefully remove any protective coverings and
tape from wherever applied
• Thoroughly clean and buff dry all kitchen surfaces
and worktops
• Thoroughly clean all external surfaces to

We can take a contract up to a suitable level of
cleanliness for practical completion and handover,
carrying out a stand-alone final clean if necessary.

A typical Scope of Works would be as follows:
• Remove all dust and small debris
• Damp wipe clean and buff dry all skirtings, light
fittings, radiators, alarms and all other fixtures
and fittings
• Damp wipe clean and buff dry all electrical

stainless steel kitchen units and equipment
• Damp mop entire floor surfaces using an
approved germicidal solution
• Carefully remove any plastic covering and
adhesive stickers to all interior and exterior
windows and frames

fittings
• Vacuum/dust off pipes and ductwork
• Damp wipe clean and dry polish all doors
and handles
• Damp wipe clean balustrades and hand-rails
• Sweep and mop vinyl floors
• Vacuum clean all carpeted floors
• Remove any adhesive stickers, protective
coverings and markings to sinks, shower units
and WC pans
• Clean and disinfect surfaces to WC pans

back
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Multi Service Team

All the details to complete your project.

With over 27 years providing recruitment solutions, we are able to supply services gangs
consisting of competent and certified Welfare Operatives, Hoist Operators, Crane Operators,
Telehandler Operators, Dumper Drivers, Traffic Marshalls, Slinger/Signallers and Gatemen
to projects regardless of peaks and troughs that a project resource programme defines.
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CRANE TEAM
& WELFARE SERVICES

Crane Team.

Welfare Services.

All lifting operations are carefully planned

The provision and maintenance of good quality welfare facilities

out, so they are carried out safely with

is not only important for the health and well-being of all

foreseeable risks taken into account. We

persons employed on a construction project but also sends out

produce meticulous plans that address the

the message that this is a well-run contract where the welfare

risks identified by a risk assessment, the

of all is of paramount importance.

resources required, procedures and the
responsibilities, so that any lifting operation is
carried out safely with personnel in place that
have the practical and theoretical knowledge
and experience of the lifts being undertaken.

It is our belief that by providing a high standard

The nature and scale of welfare services required

of welfare facilities, this will create a greater sense

will depend on the size, location and type of

of pride on a project, leading to increased quality

project, but could include:

and motivation. By providing good quality facilities
that are well maintained they are more likely

Our service includes:
• Contract lifts

or vandalised.

• Washing facilities

• Landing bays

facilities that are suitable and sufficient, ventilated,

• Slinger/Signallers for mobile and tower cranes
When used in tandem with our DMS, we can
provide an optimised crane usage solution.

44

• Toilets

We are able to organise the provision of welfare

• Crane Supervisors

back

to be respected and are less likely to be abused

• Lifting plans

• Appointed persons

• On site nurse/medical treatment

lit and kept in a clean and orderly condition
throughout the life cycle of the project. Not

• Drinking water
• Changing rooms and lockers
• Facilities for rest

only that but we also offer flexible occupational
health services, with the option of having a
Medical professional down on site, with specific
occupational health qualifications to manage
any risk.
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LOCAL RECRUITMENT INITIATIVES
& INNOVATION

Mobile App

Driving the Communication Revolution.

Our bespoke Mobile app can provide an innovative
and efficient way of communicating with operatives
and candidates in any given area, to make them aware
of available roles that need filling.

We are able to supply local labour for a project by drawing upon our extensive resources on our
database, allowing us to target operatives that live within a certain borough that can assist
clients with section 106 compliance.

• Real Time Job Alerts Real-time live vacancies sent
directly to candidate’s phones based on their skills set
• Radius Targeting Candidates and Operatives can
search for jobs near to their exact location

To supplement that approach, we are constantly
creating and investing in new technologies that can
help you meet compliance and resource targets,
successfully implementing the following innovative
software solutions:

Recruitment Beacons
Before a project commences, we are able to set
up our Recruitment Beacons to start attracting
candidates and operatives living in a specific area,

through an instant messaging service

• Remote location recruitment

candidates and operatives
living in close proximity.

• Communication Direct and immediate discussions

• Local catchment area targeting

commences, we are

to start attracting local

relating to the project
with our dedicated team, on hand to answer any

• Lower project carbon emissions

Recruitment Beacons

it easy for operatives and candidates to apply for roles

providing you with a number of benefits.

Before a project
able to set up our

• Quick Applications Quick and easy application makes

queries they might have, so you don’t have to,

• Radius targeting to better manage the flow
of recruitment in the local area
• Collecting and training operatives before
a project starts
• Increased reliability due to proximity
• Larger pool of candidates and operatives

back
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ACCREDITATIONS
& AWARDS

High performance delivered.

We have achieved a wide range of professional accreditations, awards and certifications,
reinforcing the commitment we hold towards our staff, the quality of our work, safety
management and the environment.

They provide our clients with the confidence that all of our internal processes have been evaluated
and audited, not only demonstrating that we have met industry requirements, but leaving you
safe in the knowledge that you’re partnering with a company that has been widely recognised for
maintaining high standards.
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY

Providing value to people that matter.

O’Neill & Brennan Foundation.

The O&B Foundation supports various charities across the UK and Ireland. We provide on-going
support and financial donations to the following charities:
“O’Neill & Brennan won the logistics package in

“O’Neill & Brennan carried out the Logistics package

competitive tender on the Greenwich Peninsula Plots

on the Quadrant 4 Residential Apartment project in

114 & 115 and were instrumental in helping us achieve

Soho. They performed the role to a very high standard

successful phased PC dates at the end of 2016. They

and I was most impressed with the fact they had their

provided an excellent service, ensuring the forward

own delivery booking system; their positive, proactive

planning and delivery of the site logistics. We would

and flexible approach; their willingness to go the extra

recommend their offering to someone looking for a

mile and to always be on hand to help out. I would

similar service.”

recommend O’Neill & Brennan for future projects.”

Phil Whitby, Project Director

Eugene McCormick, Project Manager

Wates Construction Ltd

Sir Robert McAlpine

“I would like to thank O’Neill & Brennan for the hard

“O’Neill & Brennan, being well trusted and experienced

work their team put into the 190 The Strand Project.

in this type of work, provided the Logistics and

Their strong attention to detail and forward planning

Waste Management services to Carillion during the

was invaluable on a project of this size and complexity

construction phases of the Queen Alexandra Hospital

and I can recommend them without reservation.”

project in Portsmouth. The service provided was of an

Shane Taylor, Senior Project Manager
St Edward

excellent standard, the idiosyncrasy of working in a live
hospital environment was understood, adapted to and
embraced. The account was managed professionally
and dealt with at monthly meetings to ensure a ‘no
surprises’ approach with a rolling final account.”
Michael O’Connor, Project Commercial Director
Carillion
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London (HQ)
Metropolitan House,
3 Darkes Lane, Potters Bar,
Herts, EN6 1AG
london@oandb.co.uk
01707 648 880

Ireland Dublin (HQ)
Unit 2, Ballymount Business Park,
Lower Ballymount Road,
Dublin 12
dublin@oandb.ie
+353 1 456 9899

www.oneillandbrennan.com
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